Case acceptance in complex-care dentistry

Dr. Paul Hamby

I enjoy seeing the articles in complex dentistry in which clinicians recount their creation of art through digital restorative dentistry. In most of the case studies, I see that the patient fees reach well over US$15,000 or more.

Let me ask you this: what percentage of your patients whose fee is US$15,000 or more are ready to start care immediately after you present your treatment plan? I have directed this question to thousands of my dental practice members over the last decade and the overwhelming response is “fewer than 5 percent.” Yes, most patients do not understand dentists’ treatment recommendations. It is only once we have fit them into their budgets? Chances are that both these apply.

As dentists we are pretty good at helping patients understand our treatment recommendations. What we are not good at is understanding our patients and the manner in which our treatment recommendations fit into their lives. If you have heard it once, you have heard it a thousand times: the key to case acceptance is patient education. Go to dental seminars, read journals, listen to consultants, most of it sounds the same—educate, educate, educate. Now let me ask you this: is it true? Is patient education the solution to case acceptance?

If it is, then why do many new patients who have been thoroughly examined, educated and offered comprehensive treatment plans leave your practice and never return for care? Is it that you did not educate them sufficiently? Or is it that in the challenge of case acceptance, patient education is not the only answer.

Let’s consider the new patient process and case presentation and learn when patient education works for us and when it chases patients out the door.

Inside-out versus outside-in

How do we get patient education right? How do we make the distinction between an inside-out versus outside-in approach? A traditional new patient process is inside-out. It begins by studying the history of the patient’s mouth—the examination, diagnosis and treatment plan. It is after this inside look that we educate the patient with regard to all the hows and why’s: how we/he/she got them and what we can do about them, for example case presentation. After case presentation, we quote our fees and discuss financial arrangements. It is only once we have gone through our inside processthat we discover what is happening outside the patient’s mouth—his/her budget, work schedule, time and significant life issues. The flow of conversation starts with inside-the-mouth conditions and ends with outside-the-mouth issues. I label this traditional way of managing the new patient inside-out process (Fig. 1).

For patients with uncomplicated dental needs—fees of US$5,500 or less—inside-out approach with appropriate patient education works well. Here’s why:

First, patients with minimal clinical needs are often unprepared for complex care dentistry. Patients with conditions such as periodontal disease, asymptomatic periapical lesions, and incipient carious lesions must be made aware of them and educated about their consequences. Patient education is the driver of case acceptance when patients are unaware of their conditions.

Next, the inside-out process works well for patients with fees of US$5,500 or less because the outside-the-mouth issues—time, treatment and life issues—are such that most patients can proceed with their treatment without undergoing hardships or inconveniences. Dental insurance reimbursements, patient payment plans such as CareCredit and credit cards usually soak the sting of fees for US$5,500 or less. Fees at this level are not insurmountable and usually do not anger or embarrass patients out of your office. But, if you present complex dentistry for more than US$5,500?

Let’s suppose your fee is US$10,000 and it involves multiple long appointments and your patient would lose time from work? Do outside-the-mouth issues get in the way of case acceptance? Yes, they do. Does patient education make the unaffordable affordable? No, it does not. How do I know? Have you proven it, have you not?

It is with the patient whose fee is greater than US$5,500 that I recommend an outside-in approach. Employing an outside-in approach involves initiating your new patient procedures with conversations—telephones, initial office new patient interview—that focus on understanding what is happening outside the patient’s mouth, such as significant life outside-the-home issues. Once you settle on the broad outside-the-home issues then, and only then, does it make sense to begin discussing the detailed inside-the-home issues, such as room size, carpet and tile selection, lighting, etc. Good estate agents discover what the suitability factors of homes buying are (price, down payment, monthly payments, location, etc.) before they get into the inside details. In other words, the flow of conversation is outside-in.

Now imagine you and your spouse go to the estate agent, but this time she is a former dentist and uses the traditional inside-out process she used as a dentist. As soon as you sit down she begins educating you on the inside-of-the-home issues, and where you want to live. What would you think? You would think about finding another estate agent, would you not?

Here’s why: First, patients with complex needs often come into your office with a specific complaint—embarrassment about their appearance, aggravation by their dentures or fear of losing their teeth. They do not need to be educated about their chief complaint. They may not be aware of all their conditions, but it is most likely that they have lived with the complaint that brought them into your office for a long time.

Next, many complex-care patients have heard the patient education lecture about plaque, pockets and sugar many times before. It’s old news and thus the estate agents have blown patients out of the water— and out of your practice.

Fit versus change

The earlier influencers in my dental career emphasised that a significant part of being a good dentist is to get patients to change. Change the way they clean their teeth, change what they eat and how they prioritize in their life and put dental health at the top. It took me ten years and thousands of patients to realise that patients change when they are ready, not when I tell them to.

I learned to replace the concept of change with the concept of fit. Instead of telling patients they need to change to accommodate my treatment plan, I learned to accommodate my treatment plan to fit their life situation. Patients, especially those who have been complex care patients, have complex fit issues. These include finances, family hassles, work schedules, special current events, travel, stressors, health factors, significant emotional issues; in short, any issues dominating the patient’s energy and attention. When you present complex dentistry, it has to fit into the patient’s life.

Think about it. If you offer most patients a US$10,000 treatment plan, something in their life has to happen. People need to wait to receive their tax refund, wait for a child to graduate from college, become
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I am very good at helping patients fit their dentistry into what is going on in their life."

Whether you are using an indirect fit-chat or a direct approach to discovering fit issues, I know I can help. What I do not know is whether this is the right time for you. You mentioned you travel a lot and your company is in the middle of a big reorganization. Do you go abroad with your treatment now? Do we wait until later? Or do we do it over time? Help me understand how I can best fit your treatment into everything that is going on in your life."

This advocacy statement leads to a conversation about the patient's fit issues. This conversation reveals what treatment fits and what does not. You will find that this approach results in many complex-care patients doing their treatment over time, allowing them to stay within the limitations of their fit issues. This is a good thing. I would rather treat two patients for US$5,000 each than no patients for US$10,000. It also yields lifetime patients for you. Patients will exhibit fierce loyalty to you when they experience advocacy.

The decision to educate
The decision when to educate and when to advocate is situational. Figure 5 demonstrates that the impact of patient education on case acceptance is highest when the complexity of the care (and its associated fee) is minimal. Patient education is the driver of case acceptance when a patient's conditions and fees are minimal. However, when the complexity of care increases, the role of advocacy takes over. Advocacy is the driver of case acceptance when the patient’s conditions are complex and fees are high. Copy Figure 5 and keep it in your patient's life.